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The Cyber Element in Terrorist Decision Making (TDM©) 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The cyber element will always be a “supporting actor” in the terrorist world. 
Terrorists will likely develop their target list based on a number of factors. These 
factors will include the amount of media attention the attacks will garner as well 
as the more traditional risk versus reward tradeoffs. The nature of the cyber 
element makes it difficult to show on TV; consequently cyber attacks are a part of 
the overall attack plan, but they will not likely be the main effort since media 
exposure as a means to instill fear is an integral part of any terrorist action. 
The harsh economic times the U.S. and much of the rest of the industrialized 
world are experiencing have fostered conditions for cyber terrorism. A company’s 
lack of funds may contribute to delayed update and upgrade of many computer 
systems, thus increasing their vulnerabilities.  Recent disclosures about the 
American cyber campaign against Iran’s nuclear program have enhanced the 
visibility and respectability of cyber warfare.  
 
I. TERROSRIST DECISION MAKING (TDM©) 

 

TAL Global specializes in the implementation of an approach to mitigating terror 
threats called Terrorist Decision Making (TDM©). This is a process designed to 
provide insight into the ways terrorists identify and learn about potential targets.  
It facilitates an understanding as to why and how targets are selected, as well as 
the best deterrent measures.  
The TDM© process lets us think like our adversaries, thereby helping develop a 
proactive and predictive approach. This approach is more aggressive than 
merely waiting to react in that it tries to identify potential perpetrators, targets, 
and types of attacks ahead of time, thereby preventing the acts from ever taking 
place. 
TAL Global believes that TDM© improves organizations’ ability to both identify 
threat profiles and vulnerabilities terrorists intend to exploit, and respond to these 
vulnerabilities.  Furthermore, mitigating cyber terror threats via TDM© will teach 
companies how to implement a dynamic, intelligent and ever-evolving response 
that will minimize the attractiveness of their organization as a target for cyber 
terror threats.  
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II. TDM© IN CYBER ATTACKS 
By learning how to detect and respond to cyber attack attempts proactively, 
companies may be able to minimize cyber terror damages, rather than being 
caught by surprise and left to pick up the pieces. 
 

A. PHYSICAL ATTACKS 
 

Cyber attacks can be used to reinforce the effect of physical attacks. For 
example an explosion at a bank’s headquarters will have a significant impact on 
TV, but unless individuals cannot get their cash out of their local ATM, the 
attacks are not likely to have a practical and wide spread impact. 
 
 B. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ATTACKS 
 
Alternative cyber attacks can be waged that damage, disrupt, destroy and/or 
usurp information or information technology (IT) resources. The most common 
form of attack is the Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS).  In a DDOS attack, 
the attacker overpowers the victim’s website with ‘requests’, thereby rendering it 
useless.   
 
The second most common attacks for terrorists are website defacing and/or 
hijacking. Website defacing occurs when the attacker’s messages are displayed 
on the victim’s website.  Website hijacking occurs when requests to access a 
particular website are captured and diverted by the attacker. 
 
 C. ANATOMY OF AN ATTACK 
 
There are several steps that a potential attacker will take prior to confirming a 
target and launching an attack. They would undoubtedly employ a combination of 
technical and other means to learn as much as is possible about that target.  
Compromising a trusted employee (or contractor) is likely going to be much 
easier than orchestrating a sophisticated, resource-intensive technical attack. 
Furthermore, the cyber attack may also open up other potential avenues of 
attack against the victim. 
 
From a technical perspective, the first thing a potential attacker would do is to 
determine the nature of the hardware and software being employed by the target. 
Scanners and other vulnerability assessment tools would be employed to 
develop an inventory of hardware and software, including version and update 
status.  
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Particularly vulnerable are older legacy systems that were never designed with 
security in mind. For example, many of the systems dealing with electrical power 
or water distribution were designed many years ago. These SCADA (Supervisory 
Control and Data Acquisition) systems are particularly vulnerable, as are older 
versions of software such as Windows Server 2003.  
 
Armed with the snapshot of a company’s IT infrastructure, the attacker can now 
select the most appropriate type of attack and procure the necessary tools to 
perpetrate it. The Internet is rife with free tools and organizations that are willing 
to provide the services needed. 
 
If the attacker has adequate time and resources, a ‘general contractor’ approach 
may be employed wherein they hire specialists to accomplish specific tasks. For 
example, one group would be an expert in creating malicious code to accomplish 
a specific purpose such as capturing sensitive information, diverting website 
access requests or planting a bot to be used in a DDOS attack. A second group 
would be comprised of experts in designing “pfishing” attacks that look like 
legitimate e-mails from recognized organizations such as banks and finance 
companies, while a third group would be SPAM experts who are able to widely 
distribute the pfishing material. 
 
Cyber attacks and exploits, while useful elements in an overall plan, will only be 
one component of a terror attack. Organizations must conduct a thorough self-
assessment to ensure that their hardware and software are properly updated in 
order to minimize the opportunities for vulnerability exploitation.  
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Organizations must also employ sufficient information security tools such as anti-
virus, firewalls, end point security, data leak protection, vulnerability assessment, 
and intrusion prevention to provide a strong enough defense to discourage and 
deter cyber attacks. 
 
The maxim, “an ounce of prevent is worth a pound of cure” holds true. By 
thinking like the adversary, organizations will be far more capable of preventing 
incidents, and minimizing their impact when they do occur. 
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About TAL Global 

 
TAL Global is an international security consulting and risk management firm that 
provides a comprehensive array of investigative, disaster mitigation planning and risk 
management services. Our extensive international network of professionals enables us 
to provide our clients with the highest level of security and loss prevention services 
around the globe. Our commitment to an impeccable standard of ethics has earned us 
an unparalleled international reputation for professionalism and excellence among many 
Fortune 500 corporations. 

As it pertains to Cyber Security, we have chosen to adopt a Sun Tzu perspective, 
because we feel that his “Art of War” understood the notion of risk. 

Risk management is the art of the possible. If you assess risks pragmatically, you will be 
able to deal with those issues that are most under your control. Threats are emphatically 
NOT under your control – they are “out there”, changing constantly, and require very 
significant expert resources to understand and deal with them. 

You can put in place well-understood, simple-to-use technical and procedural threat 
management elements, but don’t be mesmerized by threats. 

It takes only a single point of vulnerability to bring down a system. 

Headed by Larry Dietz, TAL Global’s extensive Cyber Security practice helps 
organizations identify and mitigate risk factors to protect critical electronic infrastructure 
and ensure data integrity; applying a systematic risk assessment methodology to 
determine the state of the client’s information security posture and measuring it against 
where the client feels they need to be. We identify and isolate security weaknesses 
before they become liabilities. 

We are experts at data recovery and search. Our in-depth criminal and civil 
investigations and expert witness capabilities help our clients build winning cases and 
reduce repeat infractions. 

TAL Global presents a unique approach with a more Sun Tzu-like method where we 
help our clients think more like the enemy and consider the “why” of the attack as an 
effective mean for mitigating their risks. 

Our services are organized into the following: 

• Know Yourself 
• Know Your Enemy 
• Other Cyber Services 
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